IDEAS FOR ANNUAL AUCTION ITEMS

The annual auction is THE primary source of revenue for the Puget Sound Civil War Roundtable. Therefore, it is vitally important that every member participate either by bringing items to be at auction or by purchasing said items. The following is a non-exhaustive list of items that you should consider bringing...

- History books
- Videos – DVDs are preferred and VHS tapes are less likely to “move”
- Photographs of Civil War characters
- Paintings or prints
- Desserts – cookies, cakes or pies
- Promise to bake cookies, cakes or pies
- Mińie balls
- Civil War hero bust
- Civil War card games
- Civil War posters
- Civil War tour pamphlets
- Civil War maps
- Civil War CDs
- Sporting event tickets
- Toy soldiers and accouterments
- Civil War gift shop items...pins, hats, bumper stickers, etc.
- Vacation packages
- Promise for a unique dinner
- Custom painting